
Learn to read 
with Read Easy

Get in touch
If you...

know someone who wants to  
learn to read

can read and would like 
to help someone else

...we’d love to hear from you!

Please contact:

“It just broke my heart when I couldn’t read 
to my twin daughters – now I can help them 
with their homework.” - Sarah, Reader

“I now have more confidence and go to more 
places, as I find road signs and timetables 
easier. I am a keen cook and can now shop 
knowing I can find just what I want. And I’m 
reading to my daughter!” - Sean, Reader

“This has been one of the most rewarding 
activities I have ever participated in. It is 
wonderful to see how constant, steady 
progress can be achieved with just half an 
hour, twice a week, and I can think of few 
other skills you could teach someone that 
could be more empowering or life-changing.”
- Natalie, Reading Coach

What people say...

Read Easy is a completely free 
one-to-one service designed for 
adults. Learn to read at your 
own pace, without pressure. 

It’s friendly, flexible and fun!
© Read Easy UK. All Read Easy groups are legally and 
financially independent local organisations, affiliated 
to Read Easy UK (Registered Charity: 1151288)

Visit us online:

readeasy.org.uk



Read Easy local volunteer groups  
provide one-to-one reading coaching for 
adults.

More than 7%* of adults in England never learnt 
to read at school. There are many reasons why 
some people find it difficult to learn to read when 
they are children, but the really good news is that 
it’s never too late to learn!
*Skills for Life Survey, 2011 (Dept. BIS)

Getting started is easy! 
 
Why not give it a go? You may find that one-to-
one coaching is just what you need to improve 
your reading and build your confidence.

Read Easy will provide those who want to 
learn to read with a volunteer to help them, 
special reading manuals to work through, and a 
comfortable place to meet at a time to suit them 
both. It’s easy!

What we do

Who can learn? 
Read Easy is suitable for any adult  who wants 
to learn to read or who needs more confidence 
with their reading. It’s a flexible, confidential, 
one-to-one scheme, so that you can learn 
quietly and comfortably at your own pace.

Who can volunteer to help? 
Anyone who can read fluently themselves can 
apply to become a volunteer Reading Coach 
with their local group. After an initial selection 
procedure, volunteers will be given training and 
then matched up with those who want to learn.  

What books will we use?
Read Easy Coaches and their Readers use the 
phonics-based Turning Pages* manuals as 
their main resource. The manuals are easy to 
use and, with instructions for the Coach on 
every page, enable anyone who can read to 
coach someone else. 

The programme also includes lots of reading 
books, especially written for adults, which can 
be read alongside the manuals. 
* Published by Shannon Trust

Where do we meet? 
Readers and their Coaches will be given  
a choice of places to meet, so that they can 
choose somewhere that suits them both. 
 
All our reading sessions take place in quiet, 
discreet venues, so that people can work 
without being overlooked, but where there will 
always be other people around.

How long will it take?
Reading sessions last half an hour and take 
place twice a week. Some people complete 
the course in as little as a year, while others 
take more than two years. The important thing 
is that everyone can learn at their own pace 
without feeling rushed.

Certificates are presented at intervals to 
recognise progress. 
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